Year

Topic

Memorable
Experiences e.g. trips,
visitors, projects,
class assemblies

Rec

Minibeasts

Visit Great Wood Farm

English (focus text fiction/nonfiction,coverage)

The Very Hungry
Caterpillar,
Superworm,
What the ladybird
heard,
The Beeman,
RWI,
weekend news,
focused writing tasks,
extended writing
opportunites.
RWI phonics
Novel/author focus:
Africa (Anna Hibiscus,
Grace and Family)

Yr 1

The World at our Feet

Yr 2

Red Riding Hood

Class visit to the
Methodist Church RE link

Red Riding Hood's
picnic

Handa's Surprise
Handa's Hen
The Queen's Lift-Off
Novel: The Winter Wolf
- Holly Webb
Hot Writes:
1.
character description
2. warning tale
3. non-chronological
(science and D&T link)

Maths (include numbers
that you are working
with e.g. up to
10/100/100 etc) and
fractions - 1/2, 1/4 etc.

Yr 3

Groovy Greeks'

Iron Man'
(newspaper report,
discussion, diary
entry)

Inspire maths Unit 15:
Division, Unit 17:
numbers to 100
( + NC requirement to
teach fractions)
+ TIME Fridays
Fractions
Position and direction
(time, money and
measures continuous)
SATs

Geometry
(2D shapes, right
angles, amounts
of turn)

Identifying/grouping
animals
Seasonal changes Spring to Summer
Plant survival
(observe and describe
growth, and needs for
growth)
Scientist: Euginius
Warming

Plants
(functions of the
parts of a flower,
how water is
transported in
the flower and
the life cycle
of a plant)

Novel- The Boy who
Fooled the World - Lisa
Thompson

Yr 4

The Terrible Tudors

Sound
Tudor Day at
A range of Odes and
How are sounds
Measuring - area and
Burghley
Insults including Ode to
created? How does
perimeter, revisit
House - meet Henry
a Skylark.
sound travel?
ongoing time objectives,
V111
Cinderboy - Laurence
Exoloring pitch. How
Multiplication and
Arnholt
does distance affect
division
Hot Writes
sound? Which
1. Ode to a bird
material is the best
2. Fairy tale with a
sound proofer?
twist
3. Information bookletpilgramages

Novel: Nowhere
Emporium

Fractions, Decimals and
Percentages

Clockwork- Philip
Pullman

Gemoetry- reflections
and translations

Yr 5

Yr 6

World War 2

Gloria Greenwood 'Life as a Blitz Kid'

RE

Addition and subtraction,
numbers and place value
to 20.
Doubling,
halving,
odds and evens,
counting in 2s and 10s,
time,
length,
Identifying minibeasts,
money
life cycles

Complete measure
Visit from
'History off
the page' Greek day

Science

History - what
Geography - what
knowledge are the
knowledge are the
children gaining - e.g.
children gaining - e.g.
chronology/ sources of
locational
evidence/lives of
knowledge/place
significant individuals knowledge/ human and
in the past/significant physical/geographical
events in the past etc.
skills and fieldwork

Novel - Goodnight
Mr Tom
Hot Writes
1- Story writing
(dialogue focus)
2- Letter Writing
3- Balanced Argument Arithemtic Friday
(Should the children be Statistics
evacuated?)
SATs revision - recap

PSHE (topic
covered)

Jigsaw Relationships

Intrepid Explorers Around the World Christopher Columbus 'visit' the 7 continents
Neil Armstrong
comparison focus Africa
(Kenya - H Surprise link)

(geog)

Ancient Greeks
(timeline, chronology,
sources of
evidence, deduce
information from
pictures,
buildings and
texts)

Maps: Reading simple
maps, making journey
lines, plans and simple
maps with key.

Greece (map work,
physical geography climate, landscape,
population)

Tudors
*Chronology (Tudor
monarchs)
Link to The Tudors learn
*Questioning/
about counties considering causes of
Yorkshire and Lancashire,
Tudor monarchs'
symbols and keys,
actions.
ordanance survey maps
* Informed response
using historic
terminology.

Forces
-levers, pulleys, gears

WW2 Electricity
- The outbreak of War
- It's electricfying
- Evacuation
- Circuits and Symbols - Rationing
- Volts
- The role of Women
-Electrifying
- The Holocaust
Investigation
- Key Events

Rainforests
-deforestation,
-biomes,
-climate zones,
-comparisons with
Mexico

Places of worship JIGSAW PSHE
(Christianity + 1
other religion)
Puzzle 5:
LAS
Relationships

Thankfulness
and the Islam
faith.

Christianity What does it
mean to
live a
good
life?

Islam - How does
Muslim worship
and celebration
build a sense of
community?
Focus on Eid

Creative Arts / Design
Technology

Ladybird rocks,
Bee inspired printing
using bubblewrap,
large scale hungry
caterpillar.
Printing: space + Handa
S link
Drawing/painting:
animals link/fruit from
observation
African silhouettes
Animals - recycled
materials
Space themed art and
craft

Art skill: proportion wolf
sketching Artist:
Relationships Guiseppe Arcimboldo
-family and
D&T skill: basket
friends
- weaving and stitching
secrets, trust and Designer: history of
physical safety basket weaving

Relationships
JIGSAW

Jigsaw Relationships

JigsawRelationships

Mythical creatures
(Sketching - line and
shape, collage
techniques, study
of different
artists)

Music

A selection of
minibeast
songs and ryhmes
Music Express
Carnival of the
Animals
African music
The Lion King
Topic linked songs
Onoging: The Four
Seasons

Little Red Riding
Hood BBC Teach
Radio

Music Express exploring
arrangements

PE (who is
teaching?)

Forest school,
premier sport tennis

PS - tennis
CT - gymnastics
CT - Orienteering,
Outdoor activities,
'Tri-O', British
orienteering
Premier - team
games
JS - Swimming
(swim
competently
using a range
of strokes)
Premier Sport Outdoor and
Adventurous

Tudor Rose
Observational drawings
of real roses - choice of
materials.
Research and present 2D
Music Composer
representation of the
(Thomas Tallis) from
Tudor rose with caption.
early music- link to
Create 3D Tudor rose
The Tudors.
using materials of own
choice.
Clay roses - should a real
rose/ Tudor Rose be
represented by such a
hard material? Debate.

Dance (Premier)
Swimming and
Athletics (CT)

ICT - what is being
taught e.g.
understanding
algorithms/create
programs/presenting
data

Paint to draw a minibeast

Cross-curricular,
NUMBOTS
Safer internet day
recognise common uses of
information technology
beyond school
Numbots - use technology
safely and respectfully and
use logical reasoning to
predict the behaviour of
simple programs
BeeBot
app - geogrpahy link

Days of the week
Drawing and
Numbers
desktop publishing fruits
other foods

TT Rockstars (iPads)
Research linked to
topic work

Design a pulley system
(linked to Science)
CT- swimming and
Athletics

Life Journey
Christianity
How do
Christians show
they belong?
Rites of Passage compare to other Jigsaw
religions
Relationships

Theatre props
(production)

Production songs

Spanish

Purple Mash
Unit 6.3
Spreadsheets

Language for
family members,
retell the story
'The Giant Turnip'

